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A Pocket-Sized Answer Machine
for Business and Finance
This new nine-ounce, battery-powered calculator
replaces most commonly used financial tables,
such as compound interest, annuities, and bonds.
It's also a 200-year calendar.
by William L. Crowley and France RodÃ©
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Display

Off-On Switch

chine is its built-in 200 year calendar. Principally
used in practical applications such as note and
bond problems (for example, finding a bond yield
between any two dates), it is also capable of such
"extra-curricular" problems as finding the day of
the week on which you were born or the number
of days you've been on planet Earth.
The Keys and Their Uses

Standard/Extended
Function Keys

Fig. 2 shows the HP-80 keyboard layout and no
menclature. The functions of the keys are as fol
lows.
The number of time periods pertaining to
a particular problem (i.e., the number of
days, months, years, etc.).

Arithmetic
unction Keys

YTM

The interest rate as it pertains to a
particular problem, expressed as a percent.
Use of this key in the extended mode
(using the GOLD key prior to this key)
refers to yield-to-maturity calculations
for bonds.

INTR

The payment or installment portion of an
annuity or the coupon rate of a bond.
Extended use of this key refers to the
interest payment of a note.

BOND

The present value or principal as it
pertains to a particular problem.
Extended use of this key refers to the
present value or price of a bond.

Standard/Extended
Function Key

Fig. 2. HP-80 keyboard layout. The gold key converts
eleven other keys to their alternate (extended) functions,
shown in gold above the keys.

Cover: "nay Hutchinson at
the Pacific Stock Exchange"
is a familiar sign-off to lis
teners of San Francisco ra
dio station KCBS. Art Direc
tor Arvid Danielson got the
idea for this cover photo of
the HP-80 Business Pocket
Calculator while driving to
work one day listening to
the radio, and KCBS busi
ness editor Hutchinson and the Pacific Stock
Exchange kindly agreed to pose for us.

The future value as it applies to a given
problem.
GOLD colored key converts other keys to
their extended or alternate function.
The percentage amount of some base
number (e.g., calculates 5% of $50.00).
Extended use of this key will calculate the
percent difference between two values.
Allows simple calculation of trend lines
(by the least-squares linear regression
method).
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Widen Attenuator Response page 9
A More Rugged, Cleaner Writing Oscillographic Ink Recorder, by Law
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A Quiet, Low-Cost, High-Speed Line
Printer, by Dick B. Barney and James
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Computes amortization schedules using
the sum-of-the-digits method. Can use
either months or years for finance charge
or depreciation.
DATE
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Calculates the difference in calendar days
between two dates. Extended use of this
key finds a specific date given the number
of days.
Exchanges the contents of the X-location
with that of the Y-location.

Rotates the "stack" of stored values down
one location each time this key is pressed.
Stores a given value into the constant
storage location (a separate storage
register not in the stack].
Raises a positive number to any power.
Extended use of this key finds the square
root of any positive number.
Calculates the mean (arithmetic average]
of a series of values previously entered
by the summation key - + . Extended use
of this key allows the user to return to the
summing mode for additional observations.
Stores a value into the calculator (not in
constant storage] so that it can be operated
on by another value and/or function.
Recalls the value stored in the constant
storage location.
Changes the sign of the number shown
in the display.
CLEAR

Clears the display of whatever is shown.
Extended use of this key clears the entire
stack (but not the constant storage
location].
Sums a series of numbers with the
intention of determining a mean and
standard deviation. Extended use of this
key allows any value to be taken away
from the sum, as in the case of an
erroneous entry.

Readers familiar with the HP-35 will notice that
the SAVEt key performs the same function as the
HP-35's ENTERt key, and that the yx key does the
same thing as the x!" key on the HP-35, but in re
verse order. Also, the HP-35 doesn't have the unlabeled gold key. The gold key's purpose is to serve
as a shift or control key to execute a function
labeled in corresponding gold print above eleven of
the HP-80 keys.
Entering an Interest Problem

Where possible the entry of problem parameters
has been designed to be as simple and as natural as
possible. For instance, the top row of five keys (re
placing the basic financial tables commonly used
in business and commerce] allows the user to enter
â€¢Like the HP-35, the HP-80 has a four-register operational stack. The four stack
registers are named X, Y, Z, and T. The display always shows the number in the X
register. Pressing the SAVET key moves the number in X into Y, the number in Y into
Z, and key number in Z into T. The number originally in T is lost. The R I key moves
the number in T into Z, the number in Z into Y, the number in Y into X, and the
number in X into T.

SPECIFICATIONS
HP-80 Pocket Calculator
BASIC HP-80 CAPABILITIES
1. Add
2. Subtract
3. Multiply
4. Divide
5. Constant storage
6. Selective round-off
7. Percent calculation
8. Percentage difference
9. Square root
10. Exponentiation
11. Running total (summation)
12. Mean (arithmetic average)
13. Standard deviation
/AutomatiÃ¯c a l l y c h e c k s f o r
1 4 . N u m b e r o f d a y s b e t w e e n t w o dÃ¯ates
ati
1 5 . F u t u r e d a t e g i v e n n u m b e r o f d a yy s ^ i m p r o p e r d a t e e n t r i e s
16. Future value of an amount compounded
17. Present value of an amount compounded
18. Effective rate of return for compounded amounts
19. Number of periods required, given rate, principal and future value
20. Future value of an annuity
21. Present value of an annuity
22. Effective rate per period, given the future value and payment of an
annuity
23. Effective rate per period, given the present value and payment of
an annuity
24. Payment or installment of an annuity given future value
25. Payment or installment of an annuity given present value
26. Number of periods given the rate, payment and future value of an
annuity
27. Number of periods given the rate, payment and present value of
an annuity
28. Add-on to effective annual rate conversion
29. True effective annual yield
30. Linear regression (trend-line) forecasting
31. Sum-of-the-years digits depreciation amortization
32. Sum-of-the-months digits finance charge amortization
33. Discounted cash flow analysis
34. Accumulated mortgage interest paid
35. Remaining principal on a mortgage
36. Accrued interest (360 and 365 day year)
37. Discounted notes (360 and 365 day year)
38. Effective yield on discounted notes (360 and 365 day year)
39. Bond price
40. Yield-to-maturity of a bond
PRICE IN U.S.A.: $395.00
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: ADVANCED PRODUCTS DIVISION
10900 Wolfe Road
Cupertino, California 95014

his data in a natural, left-to-right sequence.
As an example, consider the following problem.
What is the effective compounded rate of growth
required to double the worth of an investment over
8V4 years? To solve for "i," the interest rate per
period, simply enter the known parameters as fol
lows (assume the present value of the investment
is $1 and the future value is $2):
8.25|

â€¢8.76(%)

Any of the five elements of a compound interest
problem can be found by simply entering the known
values in left-to-right fashion and pressing the key
bearing the symbol corresponding to the unknown
value. In this way, we have tried to reduce the com
plexity of a financial concept to the simplicity of a
single function.
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Examples of HP-80 Solutions
Percent Difference Between Two Numbers
To find the percent difference between two numbers, enter
the base number and press
j. save Â« j Enter the second number, press|~j] ^J
For example,
E N T E R :
S E E
D I S P L A Y E D :

60 [, SAVE t ] 240 Q Q

> EEZZI % (240 is
300% greater than 60)

Day of the Week
Suppose today is Monday, January 22, 1973, and you
wanted to find out what day it was when the stock market
crashed on October 29, 1 929.
E N T E R :
S E E
D I S P L A Y E D :
10.291929 I Â»wi Â«| 1.221973
2255 Q 7

day factor

Today is Monday; count six days back to get Black Tues
day.
Accumulated Interest Between Two Points,
Remaining Principal
You have a 30-year, 8% mortgage on your house in the
amount of $40,885 which you obtained 4Vb years ago.
Monthly payments are $300. What is the amount of interest
paid during the taxable year just ended starting at payment
40 and ending at payment 52? What is the unpaid principal?
Solution
E N T E R :
S E E
D I S P L A Y E D :

40[SÂ§52D360Q
1 300 1

interest
remaining
principal

Discounted Cash Flow Analysis
You are offered an investment opportunity for $100,000
at a capital cost of 10% after taxes. Will this investment be
profitable based on the following cash flows?
Y e a r C a s h F l o w

1

$34,000

2
3
4

$ 2 7 , 5 0 0
$ 5 9 , 7 0 0
$ 7 , 8 0 0

Solution
ENTER:

iofl 100000!

27500

59700 I

7800

340001

SEE DISPLAYED:
current
net
present value
current
net
present value
current
net
present value
final value
is positive
deal is OK

A Bond Problem

The general equation for the price of a corporate
bond in the United States is:

100
(l + y) j c -1+ (b/180)}

where:
p = price of bond expressed as a percent
a = annual interest rate payable semi-annually;
the interest is expressed as a decimal
b = number of days before the next coupon is
payable
c = number of coupons payable between the
present and maturity
m = annual yield to maturity, compounded semiannually ; the yield is expressed asa decimal.
One can imagine how difficult it would be to solve
for the yield to maturity, m! With the HP-80, the
solution is simple. For example, what is the yield to
maturity of a bond bearing a 5% coupon, maturing
in 5 years and selling at 94V2?
To obtain yield to maturity, enter the following in
left-to-right sequence and see the answer 6.30 (%)
displayed.
YTM

3 6 5

S O !

194.51

6.30 (%)

Trend Lines

The HP-80 can be used to find the least-squares
linear approximation to a time series and extra
polate it into the past or future. The technique is
known as linear regression or trend-line analysis.
For example, using linear regression, calculate a
projected value for sales in the seventh month if
actual sales for the first six months are 486, 437,
506,470,532.512.
HP-80 solution:
486 D 437 D 506l

470

1523

15121

7DO-> 524.20
Conventional solution:

Yx = A + BX
where:
Yx = value on the trend line at the point in time X
A = value of the trend line at the origin (X = 0)
B = amount of change in the trend line value per
unit of time X
X = units of time
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2 2 KYK - (n + 1) 2
= 10.06

B=

page 4 . More complex problems can be solved by
combining these basic capabilities. Additional ex
amples of problem solutions are on page 5 .
Inside the HP-80

A - 4 " 2 Y K - ( ^ â € ” ) ( B ) = 453.79

n K = 1
Then Y7 = 453.79 + (10.06) (7) = 524.20
Other Capabilities

A list of the HP-80's basic capabilities appears on

Architecturally, the HP-80 is essentially the same
as the HP-351, so instead of describing its architec
ture completely we'll highlight only the differences.
In many respects the HP-80 is more like a compu
ter than a calculator. It has a microprogrammed in
struction set that is essentially the same as the

Enter
n, PMT, PV

Step ROM
No*. Address
122
123
12!
126
127

L83172
L83173
L83174
L83175
L83176:
Li J | 77
L032PO
L83281
103202
L83303

1
1 . 1 - > L 3 1 8 1
111.1111.
1 1 1 1 1
> L3132
1 1 1
1 1 1 1
-> L3825
. 1. . . 11 1
-> L3186
11 1 11 1
-> L3153
11 1111
-> L3344
1 1 1 . 1 1
.11.1.11 1
-> L3153
1 1 1 1

L83206:
L83287

111 -> L3343
1 1 1
1 11
I 1
1111
-> L3213
-> L3134
I 111
II 11
1 1 1
II 1
> L3186
> L3153

132

L83;ie
133
139
148
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
158
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184

ROM
ROM Subroutine
Code Addresses

L83211:
L83212:
L83213
L83214
L83215
L83216
L832I7
L03221
LB3222:
L83223
L83224
LB3225
L83226
L83227
L83231:
L83232
L83233
L03234
LB3235
L03Ã37
L83241
L83242
L83243
L83244
L83245
L83246
L83247
L83251
L83252
L03253
L83254
L83255
L83256
L83257
L83268
L83261
L83262
L83263
L83264
L83265
L832S6
L83267

i
i 11 i
iiiii.i -

1 1 1
1
111
1 1 1
1 -> L3884
1
1 1
1 1
1 -> L3344
111
1
1
111
1 1 1 1
> L3825
1 1 1 1 1
L3343
1 1 1
L3825
1 1 1
L3186
L3152
II. t. I
1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
L3343
. . 1.1.1
1 1 1 1
L3152
1 1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
11111 1
111
11 1 1
111
-> L3343
I 1
I 1 : ; : -> L3344

1 1 111
1 11
11 i.ii.i
l1l
llll
n ill
1111 11 1
l lllll
llll ll
I l ll
ill l l
l lllll
II ll
l l ill

-> L3134
-> L3218
-> L3187
-> L311I

Labels

Program
Statements
JSB DR3
A EXCHANGE CC U 3
JSB SUB
C EXCHANCE M
JSB PRZ
JSB ONE
JSB ACD
A EXCHANCE ECU]
JSB MPY
JSB ADD
M -> C
A EXCHANCE CC U l
JSB HIV
â€¢C EXCHANGE M
IF MH1 >Â» I

THEN co TO rvpse

GO TO FVR46 â€”
DOWN ROÃATE
C EXCHANGE M
STACK -> A
JSB ONE
JSB ADO
C -> STACK
C -> STACK
B -> CCU]
C EXCHANGE M
JSB XTY
DOUN ROTATE
C -> STACK
JSB MPY
B -> CEU]
JSB LR2
JSB DIV
JSB DR2
JSB ONE
JSB SUB
H -> C
JSB DIV
JSB DR2
JSB SUB
STACK -> A
C -> STACK
B EXCHANGE CCU]
JSB ADD
B EXCHANGE CCU]
DOUN ROTATE

n -> c
JSB MPY
B EXCHANGE CEU]
C EXCHANGE M
JSB ADD
C EXCHANGE M
STACK -> A
C -> AC U]
JSB TEH6
IF ACXS] >- 1
THEN GO TO FVR46 â€¢
â€”GO TO FVR44
IF Sll < 1
THEN GO TO PV46
IF S18 Â« 1
THEN GO TO PV49

Fig. value, number algorithm lor finding interest rate given present value, payment, and number
ot periods. Also shown is a partial listing ot the program that implements the algorithm.
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HP-35's except that trigonometric functions are ex
cluded. But the HP-80 also has another level of pro
gramming that uses the basic functions (+, â€” , X,
-=-, yx, In x, etc.) as subroutines. Also, some of the
more frequently used register manipulation rou
tines are incorporated as subroutines in the HP-80
to save memory space.
An example of HP-80 programming is shown in
Fig. 3. The flow chart shows the algorithm used to
solve for the interest i in the equation
1 - [1 + i]-n
~
See Appendix A for the derivation of the algorithm.
The equation is solved by an iterative technique.
The program listing shown in Fig. 3 is the portion of
the program that implements the iteration sequence
(that is, the part between A and B in the flow chart).
Both the microcode and the higher-level code in
the HP-80 are implemented in read-only memories
(ROMs). Where the HP-35 had three ROMs the
HP-80 has seven. The seven ROMs are mounted on
a hybrid circuit to form a single assembly (Fig. 4).
The hybrid approach makes final assembly easier
and allows use of a less expensive circuit mounting
board.
PV = PMT

Accuracy

Accuracy of the HP-80 varies according to the
operation being performed.
Arithmetic operations ( + , â€” , X, -=-) are accurate
to 10 digits Â± 1 count; that is, the value of the 10th
digit could be 1 less or 1 more than the value dis
played.
Special operations solved through an iterative
method (bond yields, effective yield of an annuity,
and add-on to effective annual rate conversion
problems) use numerical analysis techniques for
merly requiring computers or large-scale program
mable calculators. These operations are accurate to
5 digits.
All other operations are accurate to 9 digits Â±1
count; the value of the 9th digit could be 1 less or
1 more than the value displayed.
Bond yield calculations may result in slightly re
duced accuracy if the problem is an unusual case
such as calculating a 50% yield-to-maturity for a
2% bond. For example, the yield-to-maturity on a
2% bond, maturing in 3 years, 3 months and selling
at 26.481133 is 50.00%. The answer displayed is
49.99%. The formula for determining error magni
tude is: percent calculation error for bond yield
< 2 X yield (actual) X coupon X 10"*. The operating
limits for the bond yield algorithm are defined such
that the price of the bond must be above 20 and
below 5,000, and coupon must be greater than Vs%

Fig. 4. HP-80 programs are stored in seven read-onlymemory chips mounted on a hybrid circuit.

and less than the price of the bond (expressed as a
percent of par).
Error Indicators

Any computation or data entry resulting in a
magnitude greater than or equal to 10100, or less than
10"", triggers an error signal indicated by a blinking
display.
If a calculation is attempted that contains a logi
cal error â€” say division by zero â€” an error signal is
triggered and a blinking display appears. To reset,
press CLX. Examples of logical errors are division
by zero, yx where y < 0, and date/day calculations
where the range is exceeded, a date entered doesn't
exist, or date-entry conventions aren't followed.
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APPENDIX B
Principal HP-80 Equations

APPENDIX A
A Typical HP-80 Algorithm
Some functions the functions incorporated into the HP-80 are implicit functions
of i and must be solved by iterative techniques. Since we are register
and ROM limited, the algorithms had to be as compact and efficient as
possible.
For a variety of reasons the best technique to try is the NewtonRaphson one3 and this was used for the annuity functions. Take the
equation
1 - (1 + i)-"
PV = PMT
We wish to solve for i knowing the rest of the variables. Rewriting this
as a function of I ,
P V 1 - ( 1 + i ) - "
f (i) =
'
PMT
and we are solving for f(i) = 0. First we sum the first three terms of the
binomial expansion for f(l) and solve for I. This gives us io, the starting
value. Thus
2 (n - PV/PMT)
n (n + 1)
We now look for some relationship that will give us i , ii, . . It, !>+i
successively such that for some k
I Ik â€” Ik+i I < error limit we require
The diagram shows that if f(ln-i) Is very small, the following relationship
holds for df(ik)/dik.

1. FV = PV (1 + i)"
FV = future value, PV = present value, n = number of periods,
i = interest per period.
2. FV = PMT <1 + ')" ~ 1
PMT = payment
1 - (1 + i)-"

3. PV = PMT

4. IJ-K = PMT K - J - '' ' .''
+
' [ Â « - - " i
IJ-K = Interest from payment J to payment K
- d
PVK = remaining balance after payment K
6. Discounted Note Calculations
=
F V n i
=
N D
N
n
( F V
D )
D = discount rate, Y = yield, N = 360 or 365 (usually 360 Â¡n U.S.A.)
7. Depreciation

depK method. depreciation for kth period using sum-of-digits (SOD) method.
8. Bond Price'
For n > 182.5 (days between purchase and maturity)
p = 100 (1 + m/2)-"""-' + 100 (a/i) â€¢
[(1 + m/2)J - (1 + m/2)-Â»/'Â« s ] - 100 (a/2) J
For n < 182.5

p = bond price (based on 360 or 365 day year, depending upon how
n is computed), a = coupon rate expressed as a decimal on an annual
basis, m = annual interest called annual yield to maturity expressed
as a decimal, J = 1 â€” b/180, b = number of days before next coupon
is payable.
'Note: . is a more general form of the equation shown on page 5 .
9. Trend Lines
Yx = A + BX
Yx = value of trend line at point in time X, A = value at X
B = slope of trend line.
n
n
2 Ã¯ KYK - (n + 1) ZYic
K
=
1
K
=
1
A = J_ Ã¯ y, - (<1Â±1\ B
n
K = 1
2
/
n = number of time points for which data is available.
K = 1,2
n.
YK = trend line value at Kth time point.
10. Standard Deviation

f (Â¡0 =:
so that
(2)

f (ik)

Basically we slide down the curve sawtoothing into the solution with this
relationship. If f (i) Is very steep we may take a lot of sawtoothing into
the required accuracy. Converting this to an algorithm is |ust: â€”
i Â«- io feed into i the starting value
1: Â¡nÂ«it Â«- i â€” f (i)/f (i) compute next i value
I inÂ«Â«t â€” I I < 10-Â» (say) check convergence to accuracy required
If yes then exit
If no then i Â«- U,, and go to 1 to compute (Â¡n..t)n.it.
This is the Newton-Raphson technique.
For the function f (i) defined in equation 1 , inÂ«it is derived as follows:

Sx = standard deviation of variable x, n = number of samples of x,
x = mean value of x, i = 1 , 2
n.
11. Discounted Cash Flow Analysis (Net Present Value)
n
NPV = Z Ck (1 + i)-'
k = 0
NPV = net present value, i = discount rate expressed as a decimal,
n = number of cash flows, Ci = cash flow in kth period, k =â€¢ 1, 2,
. . . , n.

- 0 +

" 0 + '

.,

0.

i (1 + i)

Let P = PV/PMT and Z = (1 + I)-".
Then
iP - (1 i-.,.

rm
r.i Â¡P ' - (i -- ~z)-

(3)

Fig. to page 6 shows the flow diagram and HP-80 program listing to
solve equation 1 using the Newton-Raphson technique and !â€¢,â€žâ€¢ as de
fined by equation 3.
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France RodÃ© came to HP in 1962, designed counter
circuits for two years, then headed the group that
developed the arithmetic unit of the 5360 Computing
Counter. He left HP in 1 969 to join a small new company,
and in 1970 he came back to HP Laboratories. He
designed the arithmetic and register circuit and two of the
special bipolar chips for the HP-35, HP's first pocket
calculator, and he was project leader of the HP-80
development team, designing the hardware while Bill
Crowley developed the algorithms. France holds the degree
Deploma Engineer from Ljubljana University in Yugoslavia.
In 1962 he received the MSEE degree from Northwestern
University. When he isn't designing logic circuits he
likes to ski, play chess, or paint.

William L. Crowley
Bill Crowley, HP's corporate cash manager, was half of
the two-man team that developed the HP-80. Bill
contributed the algorithms and France RodÃ© designed
them into hardware. Bill received his BS degree in
mechanical engineering in 1964 from Texas A & M
University and his MBA degree in 1 967 from the University
of Texas. During the next 18 months he started two
companies dealing in software system consulting and
investment management, and developed and published a
statistical model for security price forecasting. In 1969
he sold his businesses and joined HP, becoming cash
manager 18 months later. Investments, computers, and
financial history occupy a good deal of Bill's spare time,
too, but occasionally he stops thinking about money and
enjoys backpacking, ski touring, photography, and music.

Laboratory Notebook *
Thick Films Widen Allenualor Response

/n designing an oscilloscope for high-frequency perform
ance, the attenuator can be as much a problem as the
amplifiers. The inevitable distributed capacitance and
inductance work against obtaining both high impedance
and accurate attenuation simultaneously over a broad range
of frequencies. With conventional rotary switches and
discrete resistors, 75 MHz has been about the limit for
1-megohm oscilloscope attenuators.
The attenuator in late-model HP high-frequency oscillo
scopes overcomes this limit by using thick-film resistors and
conductors deposited on an alumina substrate. The attenua
tor is switched by spring fingers that make contact to the
conductors when depressed by plastic rods that are in turn
actuated by cams on the switch shaft. Conductor paths are
thereby shortened considerably and as a result, series
inductance, the ma/or cause of poor attenuator performance
at high frequencies, is reduced as much as five times.
Accumulated stray capacitance, which usually seemed to
amount to at least 24 pF at the input of conventional attenua
tors, is less than 13 pF. This doubles the frequency range
over which high-impedance probing may be performed with
out serious loading of the circuits under test. Furthermore,
circuit paths are much more uniform from attenuator to
attenuator, reducing the need for excess compensation to
take care of all variables.
The attenuator has 1-megohm input resistance. The phys
ical design, hoivever, also made it possible to include a

switchable 50Q termination at the input. Since the input,
including the connector and switch, can be made part of a
50fl line right up to the termination, this makes a clean 50fl
input impedance available for the oscilloscope. As a result,
VSWR with the 50f) termination switched in is only 1.2 at
100 MHz on all attenuator ranges, much better than that
obtainable using an external termination. Accurate transitiontime measurements on 50fi circuits can thus be made with
no risetime degradation attributable to the scope input. The
2-watt capability of the 50f) termination allows input signals
as large as 10 volts rms.
The entire attenuator is fabricated with only one conductor
and two resistor screenings, one at 100k ohms per square
and one at 30 ohms per square. The resistors are trimmed on
the substrate to an accuracy of 0.5%, allowing the entire
attenuator to be specified conservatively to an accuracy of
Â±2%. Temperature coefficient is 100 ppm/"C with tracking
within 25 ppm, C.
Instruments using this attenuator include the Model
1710A 150-MHz Portable Oscilloscope, the Models 1805A
100-MHz and 1808A 75-MHz Vertical Amplifier plug-ins for
the 180-series Oscilloscope, and the Model 1834A 4-Channel
200-MHz Vertical Amplifier plug-in for the 183-series.
â€” Thomas Zamborelli
Colorado Springs Division

"Editors' note: "Laboratory Notebook" is a new editorial
feature that describes individual developments of note. It
will appear on an intermittent basis.
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A More Rugged, Cleaner Writing
Oscillographic Ink Recorder
This new oscillographic recording system features
a reliable low-pressure ink system, instant-dry
near-black ink, plug-in versatility, and a rugged,
serviceable design.
by Lawrence Brunetti

Today the major application of oscillographs is
neither medical nor aerospace but industrial. The
ink-writing oscillograph is now a standard design
and production tool for the process-control engi
neer, the noise and vibration laboratory, and the
film manufacturer, to name but a few users.
The changing role of the oscillograph from medi
cal and aerospace to industrial applications has
prompted a re-evaluation of the kind of recorder
that can best serve the industrial user. It has be
come clear that what is needed is a new oscillo
graph with a simpler, non-clogging ink system and
a more reliable stylus that can stand up under se
vere operating conditions.

SINCE 1948, when the first direct-writing oscil
lographic recorder was developed for medical
applications, the principal evolutionary changes in
these recorders have occurred in their writing sys
tems. Today, the search still goes on for a writing
system as convenient and rugged as the newest
thermal system,1 yet with the economy, resolution,
reproducibility, and permanence of ink.
During the 1960's the aerospace industry's need
for better accuracy, reliability, and high-speed writ
ing performance spurred the development of the
pressurized ink system. This system used highpressure, high-viscosity ink to overcome inertial
effects within the pen tube and assure a continuous
flow of ink even at high pen velocities. These re
corders also used servo feedback to overcome most
of the nonlinearity, drift, and deadband effects in
herent in spring-restored galvanometer systems.
The high-pressure ink recorder was far superior
to any other ink recorder available at the time.
However, it still had disadvantages. The combina
tion of high-viscosity ink and high pen velocity
caused a hydroplaning effect similar to automotive
tires skidding on wet pavement. This resulted in a
trace with a wet surface coating of ink that didn't
dry on contact. The wet trace could cause reprinting
of the record as the chart passed through the drive
rollers and it could be easily smeared as the high
speed chart emerged from the recorder. Also, the
pens were made of aluminum, and fatigue failures
were common under heavy use, particularly in te
lemetry systems, where a noisy, unlocked discrimi
nator might destroy a stylus in minutes.

New Recorder

The new Model 7402A Oscillographic Recorder,
Fig. 1, is designed to meet these requirements. This
new two-channel ink-writing oscillograph uses
rugged stainless-steel pens and a low-viscosity ink
that dries on contact even when writing a highfrequency waveform at slow chart speeds. The
trace is blue-black in color, very close to black, and
reproduces easily. The ink system design assures
uniform trace width and density even under con
ditions of transient changes in chart or pen speeds.
Each of the 7402A's two channels is a full 50 mil
limeters wide. An unusual feature is the ability to
operate in a single-channel 100-mm-wide mode (see
box, page 14).
Plug-in preamplifiers, one for each channel, allow
the user to tailor the recorder to fit his application.
Internally, the design is modular for easy servicing.
The paper-feed system is easy to load and is selfaligning.
Standard in the mainframe are inputs for remote
control of chart speeds â€” including chart stop â€” by
TTL logic levels or contact closures. Optional are

â€¢Direct-writing oscillographic recorders differ from strip-chart recorders mainly in
their ability to record fast-changing signals. Strip chart recorders perform well only
up to about 10 Hi whereas some direct-writing oscillographic recorders are useful to
over 100 Hi. However, oscillographic recorders are usually less accurate than strip
chart recorders when recording slowly changing signals.
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Fig. 1. Model 7402 A Oscillo
graph Ink Recorder has two 50millimeter-wide channels, each
with its own plug-in preamplifier.
It can a/so be used in a single channel, 100-mm-wide mode.

two event markers and a timer, controlled either
from the front panel or by TTL inputs. Rear-panel
preamplifier outputs are available for systems ap
plications. A rack mounting kit and a paper takeup
system are optional.

cause of this high resonance frequency and the in
herent ruggedness of the pen, no input signal can
damage the pen.
The high stylus resonant frequency allows addi
tional phase compensation at the gain crossover
frequency of 250 Hz. This gives the 7402A excel
lent square-wave response (Fig. 5). Sharp electrical
limiting provides protection for the pens without
compromising linearity at the chart edges.

Pen Fatigue Failures Eliminated

The pens used in the 7402A have precipitationhardened stainless-steel bodies and tungsten car
bide tips. Unlike aluminum, stainless steel has pre
dictable fatigue characteristics, so the pens can be
designed to eliminate the most common cause of
aluminum stylus failure â€” that due to fatigue. The
tungsten carbide tips eliminate the need for replace
ment due to worn-out tips. Thus the pens should
never need replacement.
For a given area moment of inertia, the stainless
steel stylus results in an increase in torsional ri
gidity. This increased rigidity, in combination with
a teflon-coated tip virtually eliminates the plague
of "spitting" or ink throwing at high speed.

Ink System

The 7402A uses simple two-component ink. It
consists only of solvent and dye. There are no pig
ments or resins to produce clots that might clog the
0.010 inch stylus tips. Ink viscosity is low (between
0.05 and 0.3 poise) so wet traces at high speed are
eliminated â€” hence, "instant-dry ink."
Because of the low viscosity, a low pressure sys
tem is used to achieve good low-speed writing qual
ity. The low pressure, however, isn't adequate to
provide continuous traces at high speed. In the
past, various methods to modulate the ink pressure
have been used, the simplest being to increase the
pressure until the undesired skipping was elimi
nated. The 7402A solution makes use of dynamic
forces within the ink column in the stylus, resulting
in an adaptive pressure system.
To produce a constant width line, the ink pres
sure at the pen tip should increase as the pen tip
velocity increases. The ink system is pressurized
at a basic low value of 4 psi. Pen movement causes

High-Performance Servo System

The pen-motor servo system in the 7402A uses a
con tactless-differential-capacitor pen-position
transducer.1 Fig. 2 is a diagram of the servo system.
The simple stylus and linkage mechanism (Fig. 3)
and the stainless-steel pens result in a stiff rugged
design that has a resonant frequency twice that of
existing designs. As Fig. 4 shows, the servo-stylus
resonance has been extended to over 900 Hz. Be11
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Fig. 2. 7402A servo system uses
contactless position feedback.
Programmed control of the pens
is maintained under all operat
ing conditions.

puts from the plug-in preamplifiers momentarily to
zero by energizing the input clamp (see Fig. 2). This
causes the stylus to return to a position determined
by the position control setting. After a delay of
15ms, the shutdown relay is de-energized, opening
the servo loop.
During the programmed servo shutdown, the ink
system is also predictably shut off by the main and
bleed-down valves. The disposable ink cartridge
becomes the receptacle for excess ink forced out
of the system during depressurization.

pressure changes within the main pen tube. A rub
ber accumulator near the pen tip (Fig. 6) stores
these changes and provides a net increase in pres
sure. Thus, the ink pressure is increased only when
it is needed, at high pen velocity.
The Appendix contains an analysis of the ink
system and the effect of the accumulator.
Fig. 7 is a diagram of the ink system. During ink
flow, the ink is allowed to pass into the distribution
manifold by the main valve which acts as a switch.
The main valve closes when the chart is stopped,
when the chart magazine is opened, when the chart
paper supply is exhausted, or when power is turned
off. The bleed-down valve is used in a pulsed fash
ion to depressurize the ink system when the main
valve is switched off.
The disposable ink cartridge has a capacity of
55 cc, enough for a single pen to write 250 miles or
about six months of recording for an average user.
Stylus Always Under Control

Typically, recorder servos are uncontrolled when
power is being turned on or off. This can result in
an annoying whip of the pens, and in some cases,
throwing of ink. In the 7402A, programmed control
is maintained through all phases of power on or off,
chart start and stop, when the paper platen is in
advertently opened during operation, or when the
paper supply is exhausted. Programmed control for
shutdown is accomplished by first setting the in

Fig. 3. Simple, linear, stylus linkage and stiff, rugged
stainless-steel pens make for a reliable system that is
difficult to damage. Pens are easily replaced and require
no manual lapping.
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sensitivities of W to 5 volts per millimeter, 140
dB common mode rejection at 60 Hz, and up to two
decades of calibrated zero suppression. It also has
an error indicator that tells when the switch set
tings are incompatible or when the input is over
loaded. Simplified controls "talk" to the user; for
example, if the operator wants to move the trace
to the right with zero suppression, he simply moves
the polarity lever to the right.
Since the accuracy of the servo system eliminates
the need for front-panel calibration controls, the
17400A has only a range vernier, with a calibrated
detent similar to oscilloscopes.
The 17402A Low-Gain Preamplifier fits the single-ended-signal application. It has polarity reversal
switch, isolated front and rear panel inputs for sys
tems, and a 1, 2, 5 sequence of calibrated input sen
sitivities from 20 mV to 5V per millimeter. The
17401A is the workhorse of the line. It has input
sensitivities of 1 mV to 5V per millimeter, 50 dB
common mode rejection, and optional calibrated
zero suppression up to 20 Volts.
Like the 17400A, the 17401A and 17402A plug-ins
have no calibration adjustments on their front pan
els. The accurate servo system makes them un
necessary. Position controls have been removed
from all the plug-ins and put in the mainframe.
This not only allows the plug-ins to be simpler, but
is the key to the unique one-channel mode (see box,
page!4 ).

+ 20
+ 10
Stylus Resonance

O
-10

Transducer
Rotor Resonance

-20
-30
-40

100

Ik
Frequency ( Hz )

10k

Fig. 4. Loop gain of a typical 7402A servo system. 900-Hz
stylus resonance is twice that of older designs.

User-Oriented Plug-in Preamplifiers

The 7402A's plug-in preamplifiers offer a range
of performance levels and operator-oriented con
trols. The 17400A High-Gain Preamplifier has input

Modular Design

In the design of today's products, reliability is a
prime consideration, but no matter how carefully
a product is designed for worst-case conditions,
sometime during its life some maintenance is likely
to be required. For this reason the 7402A is highly

Rubber
'Accumulator

Pen

Fig. 5. Channel 1 shows 7402A response to a square wave
input Â«30 ns rise time). Channel 2 shows sharp electrical
limiting that protects the pens without compromising lin
earity at the edges.

Fig. 6. Accumulator stores dynamic pressure fluctuations
within the stylus and provides a net increase in pressure
to maintain a constant-width trace at high pen velocity.
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Marker Pen

Bleed-Down
Valve
Main
Ink
Valve

Ink
Distribution
Manifold

Ink
Shutoff
Screw

-Ink Under
Pressure

Ink
Cartridge

modular and easy to service. All electronics are
available on functional plug-in cards at the rear;
each board performs a single function. The recorder
module itself is removable from the mainframe and

Fig. 7. Disposable cartridge
holds enough ink tor about six
months' operation. Main valve
shuts oft the ink supply when
operation stops for any reason.
Then the bleed-down valve is
used in a pulsed fashion to depressurize the system.

can be operated in this configuration by means of
an umbilical. Pen motors, transducers, transmis
sion, and mother board are all replaceable as mod
ules.
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out the project. Project leader Ron Norton took
over late in the project and made the pilot run a
success. Jim Severine spent long hours with the
Nyquist plots that led to the stability of the servo
system. Ed Salter displayed great tenacity during
the more difficult design phases of the transmis
sion, paper drive, pen motors, and stylus. Howard
Merrill made many contributions in the 17400A
High Gain Preamplifier and event marker system.
We owe the instant dry writing quality to ink de
signer and writing system consultant Dale Davis.
Industrial designer Bart Davis, and product de
signer Don Hiler deserve special credit for the out
standing product design. I wish to extend my per
sonal thanks to the management of the lab during
the development cycle for giving total support to
this product.

As mentioned earlier, the stainless-steel pen
bodies have virtually eliminated stylus failures.
Even so, there is a possibility of damage by a mis
directed finger or screwdriver. Should a pen ever
need replacement, the procedure is a simple one.
The carbide-tipped pens are pre-lapped to the ap
proximate contour of the paper platen. After a pen
is replaced â€” this involves removing a single snap
ring â€” final lapping is accomplished by taping a
mylar strip over the chart paper and running the
pen with a 15 Hz sinewave input and a chart speed
of 5 mm per second. The mylar strip contains a
fine abrasive and is furnished with the pen. No
manual pen lapping is required.
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APPENDIX
Dynamic Writing System Analysis
The following is an analysis of the fluid dynamics within the stylus, first
investigated by Bernard M. Oliver, HP Vice President for Research and
Development, and LeRoy Kapel The analysis was a key factor in the
development of a new writing concept for the 7402A Oscillographic
Recorder.
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Referring to Fig. 1, the linkage converts the rotary motion of the pen
motor to a rectilinear movement at the stylus tip. Rectilinearity is
achieved within Â± 0.025 mm over the full-scale excursion of 50 mm.
For all it purposes, this is perfect linearity. For this analysis, it
will a assumed that the tail pivot of the stylus is constrained to a
linear fore-and-aft movement by the Watts linkage1.
For any point along the stylus tube a distance r from the tip,
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The two terms have a simple interpretation, d sinÃ- is the component
of acceleration along the arm that would occur if the arm were purely
translated in the y direction (0 = constant), while rÃ-Â¡ is the centrifu
gal force which results from rotation of the stylus about the stylus tip
as a center. The mean value of acceleration 5 over the length of the
stylus (/) is:
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In the worst case, where / = 10 cm and d = 2.5 cm,
(13)
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to within 6.25% and the error decreases as the square of the deflec
tion, d.
assuming that the pen tip traces a sinusoid,
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The induced pressure is distributed along the pen tube, but is dis
tributed in series with the fluid resistance. Thus, we have a simple
series circuit for the model, as shown in Fig. 3.

)
6

)

Substituting and simplifying,
-

=

u ^ i Â £

( 1

p = Induced pressure
_

3 c o s 2 u , t )

Rp = Stylus tube resistance

( 1 7 )

C, = Accumulator capacitance

R

RI = Tip-paper interface resistance

Also, the mean pressure p is:

RI = Supply tube resistance

p = p/Ã
where p is the density of the fluid. For a fluid of specific gravity 1.0
the induced pressure (Ibf/itf) is:
p = 2.33 X 10-5uÂ¡di2 (1-3 cos2o;t)

p,, = 2.33x10-Vd'

'Ã-

The induced pressure variations at the pen tip, as a function of the pen
tip frequency are:

The average pressure is a combination of a positive steady-state com
ponent tip a sinusoidally fluctuating component at twice the pen tip
frequency. Both components vary with the square of frequency and de
flection. At u = 250 rad/sec(~40 Hz) and full scale deflection of
Â± 2.5cm:

p, = 2.33x10-5aJd'

(31)

Â¡2u;C.(Rt

Note pen the frequency applied to the filter is !w/ce that of the pen
tip frequency (J2o;).
A plot of (30) and the summation of (30) and (31) is shown in Fig. 4.

(19)

p =1.456 - 4.37cos2ut

Fig. 3

From (18), the steady state pressure is:

The fluctuating component is the one that has induced designers to
employ means to vary the pressure or simply overcome the variation
with a their high base pressure. Both of these methods have their
drawbacks, one being complex, and the other having problems at low
writing velocities. The latter has been somewhat overcome by use of
high-viscosity ink, which results in wet writing at high velocities.
The 7402A approach was to take advantage of the increase in induced
pressure, keep the viscosity low for dry writing at high velocity, and
filter the fluctuating component.
For laminar flow of a fluid of viscosity <u through a tube of diameter
D and length /,

Peak Tip Deflection
s^ (mm)

Â°r2 5f -

Stylus Tip Deflection
(mm)
M ?mniXmi muumm ^} I nAdcuccue dmP(rje|sas,uor er
M

Peak Induced
M mmÃ¼m \ Assure with
No Accumulator

(20)
If we Q, dimensions of Ibf/in* for p, inches for / and D, inVs for Q,
and poise for Â¡Ã-, we can combine constants to get
p (Ibf/in!)

5.9xiO-y(poise)/(in)Q(in /s)

I

Fig. 4

(21)

= 3.687 X 10!

(22)

Ibf-s
ins

(23)

for n = 0.2 poise, / = 5 inches, and D = .02 inches.
The supply tube resistance is:
= (5.9X10-") (.2) (4)
(.029)'
Rt = 670

Ibf-s
ins

(24)

(25)

The filter capacitor Â¡s the rubber accumulator boot close to the pen
tip. was Fig. 6, page 13 ). The value of this fluid capacitor was mea
sured the applying various pressures to the tube and measuring the
variation in the accumulator profile with an optical comparator. The
capacitance was then calculated as:
Cr =

dv
dp

change in volume (ini)
' change in pressure (Ibf/in')

Cr = 3X10-Â»

Ibf

(26)
(27)

The tip-paper interface resistance was calculated from flow measure
ments at high velocity (300 in/sec peak) and was found to be:
Flow Rate = 4 X 10-s inVs

100
Stylus Tip Frequency (Hz )

1000

The peak amplitudes of the sinusoidally varying induced pressure are
plotted, both with and without the accumulator boot (filter) at the
stylus tip.
At 42Hz, the steady-state induced pressure is +1.45 psi. The nega
tive peak variation with no accumulator would be 4.3 psi, resulting in
a net pressure of â€”2.85 psi. This negative peak is attenuated to .6
psi by Thus, accumulator, resulting in a net pressure of +.85 psi. Thus,
the net difference in externally applied base pressure to achieve equal
writing quality for each case would be 3.7 psi.
To verify the prediction, the accumulator was defeated by slipping
a tight the teflon tube over the accumulator hole in place of the
rubber boot. Writing performance tests were run and the results revealed
that worst-case writing occurred at about 55 Hz, and the base pressure
required to write at this frequency with the accumulator was 3 psi, and
without the accumulator, 6 psi.
The predicted pressure difference as taken from the graph at 55 Hz
is 3.5 psi, indicating good correlation between predicted and measured
results, and confidence in the first-order model used for analysis.
Further refinements in the model could be made by including the flow
of ink in and out of the accumulator, variable interface resistance due
to change in flow rate with frequency, and compliance in the supply
tubing. These second-order effects could explain the actual worst-case
writing frequency of 55 Hz versus the predicted frequency of about 42
Hz. It must be remembered, also, that "acceptable writing" is defined
as a full pen-tip-width trace, with no feathering of the edges. At pres
sure considerably lower than the 3 and 6 psi measured in the tests, the
pen was still delivering a trace to the paper, albeit a somewhat ragged
one.
The results of this analysis allowed the designers to use a factorof-two im base pressure, which in turn permitted a significant im
provement in low-speed writing.

Now we can define a fluid resistance term Rp analogous to an elec
trical resistance
5.9 X

10

(28)

â€¢ 4 psi externally supplied base pressure, 1.4 psi induced pressure
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A Quiet, Low-Cost,
High-Speed Line Printer
This thermal printer writes 80 column lines at
250 lines per minute. Developed primarily for
the 9830 A Calculator, it's a general-purpose
printer that's easily interfaced to a variety
of controllers.
by Dick B. Barney and James R. Drehle

Model 9866A Printer, shown in Fig. 1 with the
9830A Calculator, is the result of this development
effort. Model 9866A is a low-cost, high-speed
thermal line printer. The printer writes 80 charac
ters per line and comes with a 64-ASCII-character
font. A typical BASIC program listing by the 9866A
Printer is shown in Fig. 2.
The printing speed is 250 lines per minute, which
compares favorably with many of the computer-ori
ented line printers costing much more. The printer
can advance paper under program control at three
inches per second for paging operations.

A' THE BEGINNING of the development of
the BASIC-Language Model 9830A Calcula
tor1, an investigation was launched to find a com
panion printer. To satisfy most of the anticipated
applications of the 9830A Calculator, it was de
sirable for the printer to be high-speed, yet quiet
enough for an office environment. Also, the cost
had to be low enough for a calculator system. This
early investigation revealed that these objectives
could best be met by development of a high-speed
line printer designed specifically for the 9830A
Calculator.

1
Fig. 1. Model 9866A Printer,
shown here with 9830/4 Calcula
tor, was designed tor the 9830/4
system, but can be used with
many controllers. It prints 80column lines at 250 lines per
minute.
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BflSIC STRTISTICS
10 M=S1/H
20 S=SQRÂ«S2-M*M*N>/'<N-1Â»
30 M3=S3/N-3*M*S2/N+2*Mt3
40 M4 = S4/N-4*M*S3/
50 M4=M4-3*Mt4
60 FORMRT F12.4., ,F12.4,/>F1Â£.4..'!F12.4
65 PRINT
70 PRINT "N="N
80 WRITE <15i60)"MEflN = "M> "STD. DEV="S> "SKEWNESSÂ»"M3/'St.3i "KURT OSIS="M4/St4
111 IF Tl=0 THEN 120
112 PRINT "MINÃ-MRXÃ-RRHGE MÃ±V BE INCORRECT"
120 WRITE Ã-l5>6e>"XMIH="Rl. "XMHX="R2- "RRNGE="R2-R1
150 IF R3=0 THEN 170
160 PRINT "NO. TOO SMRLL="R3
170 IF R4=0 THEN 190
130 PRINT "NO. TOO LfiRGE="R4
190 FOR J=l TO 10
200 PRINT
210 NEXT J
220 END

Fig. 2. Typical 9866/4 printout.
Character font includes 64 ASCII
characters.

in the bin. Once the paper has been properly placed
in the storage bin, the operator simply closes the
cover and pushes the PAPER button on the front
cover. In a few seconds, the paper will appear and
the printer is ready to use.
Paper tracking is a constant problem in paper
handling systems. In the 9866A Printer, reference
edges in the paper bin at each end of the paper roll
were added to prevent excessive shifting of the
paper roll. This also helps control margin width.
Also, the paper feed roller is smaller in diameter
than the platen or pinch roller, and this causes back
tension in the paper web, which improves paper
tracking. Another principle which improves paper
feeding as well as tracking is variable pressure of
the pinch roller against the platen, depending upon
the roll size.
The platen is driven directly from a stepping
motor. This eliminates the slip, stretch and back
lash common in most indirect drive systems. The
direct drive system yields more accurate line spac
ing and improved print quality.
The platen material was designed specifically for
this application. The material was selected to opti-

The thermal printing technology used in the
9866A is basically the same as that of the 16-column
strip printer for the 9810A and 9820A Calculators.2
However, increasing the line length from 16 to 80
characters made it necessary to develop a new
thermal printhead for the 9866A. Development of
this printhead is described in the box on page 23.
Efficient Paper Handling

Loading the supply of printing paper into many
printers can be a difficult and time-consuming op
eration. Therefore, one of the objectives in the de
sign of the 9866A Printer was an efficient paper
handling system.
The solution to the paper handling problem in
the 9866A is a self-loading mechanism. This mech
anism consists of a storage bin for a roll of 250 feet
of paper, located in the center of the printer, and a
set of rollers and guides for taking the paper off
the roll and placing it between the printheads and
the platen. Fig. 3 illustrates the self-loading mecha
nism.
A diagram on the underside of the storage bin
cover shows the proper orientation of the paper roll
19
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Platen

Paper Supply Roll

Thermal Print Heads (4)

Pinch Roller
Paper Guide

Paper Feed Roller
(Driven by Pinch
Roller)

Cone

mize print quality, minimize platen-to-printhead
friction, and minimize aging problems and cracks
caused from ozone in the atmosphere. Also, under
normal print voltage, the platen is not damaged if
the user should inadvertently print on the platen
with no paper under the printheads.

Fig. 3. To reload paper in Model
9866A Printer, the user simply
drops in a new roll and this sellloading mechanism does the
rest.

cannot take the CMD line low. After the CMD line
goes low, the printer indicates that the character has
been accepted by setting the FLG line low. The FLG
line will remain low until the printer is finished
processing the input character and the controller
returns the CMD line high. When the printer sets
the FLG line back to a high level, the handshake
sequence can be repeated for the next character.
OTP and CLB are status lines which the control
ler can use to monitor and control the printer status.
The low state of the OTP line indicates that the
printer is out of paper. When the printer is in this
state, it will not accept any characters. This con
dition must be cleared before the controller can
transfer any characters into the printer's line buffer.
The CLB line can be set low by the controller to
clear the line buffer in the printer. This operation
will cause the printer to ignore any characters that
have been transferred from the controller since the
last LF (line feed) ASCII character.

Simple Interface

The interface between the controller and the
9866A Printer consists of 12 lines. The line assign
ments are shown in Table I. Seven of these lines

Printer Configuration

(Dll through DI7) are used for data input in the
form of 7-bit ASCII codes.
The 7-bit ASCII character codes are transferred
from the controller to the printer under the control
of the CMD and FLG lines. These lines operate io
a "handshake" sequence. Thus the transfer of char
acters between the controller and printer can be
asynchronous and the printer can respond to con
trollers with different output speeds.
The printer indicates that it is ready to accept
characters by letting the FLG line go to a high level
(logical "0"). The controller indicates that a char
acter is on the data input lines by taking the CMD
line low. If the FLG line is not high, the controller

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the 9866A Printer,
showing the interconnections between the major
electronic, thermal, and electromechanical modules.
The control logic monitors the status of the printer
and issues instructions to the other modules in re
sponse to commands from the controller. The con
trol logic has two modes of operation, a characterreceiving mode and a print cycle mode.
In the character-receiving mode of operation,
7-bit ASCII characters from the controller are en
tered into a latch where they are decoded. The
printer will acknowledge all the 128 7-bit ASCII
codes. The decoder sorts the 7-bit ASCII codes into
two groups, character codes and control codes. The
20
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Fig. 4. modules logic monitors printer status and issues instructions to other modules in
response to commands from the controller.

is described by the simplified flow chart, Fig. 5.
The upper section of the chart shows the characterreceiving mode of operation and the lower section
shows the print cycle.
In the character-receiving mode, besides receiv
ing, analyzing, and storing ASCII characters, the
printer also counts the number of characters re
ceived since the last LF code. If the input line
length exceeds 80 characters, only the first eighty
will be printed when the next LF code is received.
During the print cycle the line of 80 5 x 7 dotmatrix characters is formed one row of dots at a
time. Each of the seven rows in the line of 5 x 7
dot-matrix characters is printed in four passes (20
characters per pass). This is required because of
the high current demands of the print resistors (ap
proximately 102 mA per resistor). It is possible on
a 20-character pass to have all 100 print resistors
turned on and demand more than 10 amperes from
the print resistor power supply.
The 20 characters printed per pass are divided
into five characters per printhead. The flow chart
illustrates how the row data for every fourth char
acter is stored in the row data storage shift register
until 20 characters have been decoded. The row
data for these characters is then printed and the
row data generation process continues until the
row data for each character in the line has been
printed. The paper is then advanced to the next row
in the 5x7 dot-matrix.

printer recognizes the standard 64 character codes
plus the codes reserved for lower-case alpha char
acters as codes which represent characters to be
printed. The lower-case alpha characters are printed
as their upper-case counterparts.
The character codes are stored in the line storage
shift register. All control characters with exception
of the LF (line feed) code are ignored by the printer.
The LF code serves as a line terminator code.
The print cycle starts when an LF character is
received from the controller. During the print cycle,
the control logic operates on the character codes
stored in the line storage shift register to produce
a 5 x 7 dot-matrix replica of each character in the
line. The characters in the 80-column line are
printed on a row by row basis, that is, the top row
of all 80 characters is printed, then the paper is
stepped to the next row, and so on.
The interconnections between the electronic mod
ules and the four thermal printheads used in form
ing the rows of the 5x7 dot matrix characters are
shown in the block diagram. Each printhead con
tains a row of 100 thick-film resistors spaced in
groups of five to form the 5-dot rows of 20 charac
ters.
The Writing Process

The algorithm used by the printer for receiving,
analyzing, storing and printing a line of characters
21
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The row formation process is repeated until all
seven rows have been printed. Upon completion of
the seventh row in the 5x7 dot-matrix, the paper
is advanced to the next line location and the printer
indicates to the controller that the printing process
has been completed by returning the FLG line to a
high level.
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SPECIFICATIONS

HP Model 9866A Printer
TEMPERATURE: 0Â°C-45Â°C
POWER: 100V +5%, -10% j

120V +5%, -10% f selected by
220V +5%, -10% f switch settings
240V +5%, -10% )
50-60 Hz, 250 VA maximum
PRINTING TECHNIQUE: Thermal, 5 x 7 dot matrix
SPEED: 250 lires/min
LINE LENGTH: 80 characters
WEIGHT: 40 Ibs (18,14 kg)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 54.6 Ibs (24,77 kg)
DIMENSIONS: 6.1" (15,49 cm) high
17.75" (45,09 cm) wide
16.1" (40,90 cm) deep
OPTIONAL INTERFACES:
For Model 30 Calculator, 9866A Opt. 30
For Model 20 Calculator, 9866A Opt. 20
For Model 10 Calculator, 9866A Opt. 10
With other controllers use standard 9866A
PRICE IN U.S.A.: $2975.00
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: CALCULATOR PRODUCTS DIVISION
815 Fourteenth Street S. W.
Loveland, Colorado 80537

Load Character
Into Line Storage
Shift Register

Advance Paper
to Next Line

Fig. 5. Characters are formed from 5 x 7 dot matrices.
Each of the 7 rows is printed in four passes (20 charac
ters per pass). This is the algorithm.
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The Thermal Printhead Story
Each thick-film resistor must be driven individually and
isolated from other resistors in its own group or in other
groups. Isolation can be assured by providing an individual
transistor driver for each resistor or by diode isolation if
common drivers are used. Individual transistor drive was the
method selected, because it decreased the conductor com
plexity on the substrate.
To heat one resistor to the 200Â°C needed to print at four
lines per second takes approximately 1.9 watts. The thick
film resistors have an average resistance of 180 ohms, so
each driver transistor is required to sink 102 milliamperes.
The size of a transistor able to sink this much current, along
with the size of the bonding pads, limits the number of re
sistors that can be driven by an individual chip. Each bi
polar chip is designed to drive 20 individual resistors â€” four
groups of five resistors â€” to form four characters. Hence
five chips are needed per 20-character substrate.
To reduce the power dissipated in individual chips and
in the resistors, printing is done in four cycles, every fourth
group of resistors being heated on a given cycle. Thus the
peak power required to heat the resistors is reduced from
nearly 800 watts for all 400 resistors to less than 200 watts.
Also, the power dissipated in each transistor driver averages
about 200 mW but can go as high as 350 mW. By using
only one-quarter of the chip at a time, the peak power
ranges between 1 W and 1.75 W, low enough to keep the
surface temperature of the chip below 200Â°C.
The bipolar chip is essentially a five-to-twenty line de
multiplexer/driver. Five input lines select the individual re
sistors within a character and four group lines determine
which of the four characters controlled by the chip is to be
printed.
Use of the bipolar chips reduces the size of the printhead
substrate to 2 x 1 inches and reduces the number of inter
connections from 110 per printhead to 34. Of the 34 con
nections, 29 are logic input signals for selection of individual
print resistors, one carries +5 volts for decoder/driver chip
power, two supply power to the print resistors, and two are
ground. The 34 interconnections are spaced on 0.050 inch
centers along the bottom of the substrate and are coated
with solder. A flexible cable and connector are reflow
soldered to the substrate, and a plastic stress-relief clamp
is used to provide mechanical strength for handling. Fig. 2
shows the completed printhead.

The problem of designing a thermal printhead for the
9866A Printer was primarily one of miniaturization. The
basic technology had already been successfully used in
the 16-column strip printer for the 981 OA and 9820A Cal
culators, and the mechanical simplicity of this strip printer
made it attractive to use the same printing technique for
the 80-column line printer.
To achieve the required speed of greater than four lines
per second a different drive scheme had to be developed
for the line printer, but it is still a mechanically simple one
(see the accompanying article). On the other hand, ex
tending the printhead capacity from 16 to 80 columns
proved more difficult.
Each of the characters in the 16-column strip-printer line
is formed from a 5 x 7 dot matrix. A line of print is produced
by printing the top row of dots for all 16 characters and then
moving the paper to the next dot row. After completing the
seventh row of dots, three blank rows are added to form
the space between lines.
To produce each row of dots, 16 groups of five thick-film
resistors are arranged across the top edge of a 21/2 by 1 Vi
inch ceramic substrate. A dot is produced by sending cur
rent through one of these resistors, heating it enough to af
fect the heat-sensitive paper.
The large size of the 16-column substrate was necessary
to accommodate the gold pattern needed to interconnect
the printhead and the electronics and to allow enough
space to fan out the gold leads. There are 88 intercon
nections between the electronics and the thermal printhead.
The 88 leads on the printhead are arranged along the bot
tom of the ceramic substrate. There are 80 0.015 inch gold
traces on 0.025 inch centers for the resistor leads and eight
0.040 inch gold traces for group leads.
If this same arrangement were to be used in the 80column 9866A Printer, 440 interconnections would be re
quired between the printhead and the electronics, and the
ceramic substrate of the printhead would have to be 12
inches wide. Thick-film technology can't handle such a
large substrate, so a different approach had to be taken.
To reduce the size of the substrate and decrease the
number of interconnections required, a hybrid thermal
printhead was designed. The hybrid printhead contains 20
groups of five resistors and prints 20 characters. On the
ceramic substrate are five bipolar integrated-circuit de
coder/driver chips (see Fig. 1). Four of the hybrid printheads are used in each 9866A Printer.
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Fig. 1. To reduce size of substrate and number of inter
connections, bipolar decoder/driver circuits are mounted
on Model 9866A printhead substrate.

Fig. 2. Completed 20-column printhead for Model 9866A
Printer.
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